Slide track analysis of the relative motion between femoral head and acetabular cup in walking and in hip simulators.
Joint simulators are important tools in wear studies of prosthetic joint materials. The type of motion in a joint simulator is crucial with respect to the wear produced. It is widely accepted that only multidirectional motion yields realistic wear for polyethylene acetabular cups. Multidirectionality, however, is a wide concept. The type of multidirectional motion varies considerably between simulators, which may explain the large differences in observed wear rates. At present, little is known about the relationship between the type of multidirectional motion and wear. One illustrative way to compare the motions of various hip simulators is to compute tracks made on the counterface by selected points of the surface of the femoral head and acetabular cup due to the cyclic relative motion. A new computation method, based on Euler angles, was developed, and used to compute slide tracks for the three-axis motion of the hip joint in walking, and for two hip simulators, the HUT-3 and the biaxial rocking motion. The slide track patterns resulting from the gait waveforms were found to be similar to those produced by the HUT-3 simulator. This paper is the first to include a verification of the computed simulator tracks. The tracks were verified in the two simulators using sharp pins, embedded in acetabular cups, engraving distinct grooves onto the femoral heads. The engravings were identical to the computed tracks. The results clearly differed from earlier computations by another research group. This study is intended to start a thorough investigation of the relationship between the type of multidirectional motion and wear.